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The possibility of collective action is essential to human freedom; yet, as Rousseau famously argued, individuals acting together allow themselves to depend on one another’s choices and thereby jeopardize one another’s freedom. These two facts jointly constitute what I call the normative problem of collective action. I argue that solving this problem is harder than it looks: it cannot be done merely in terms of moral obligations; indeed, it ultimately requires putting in place a full-fledged system of contract rights. The point has important ramifications for contract theory: the role that contract rights play in reconciling collective action and freedom turns out to be crucial to understanding how—and by whom—these rights can legitimately be enforced. It also explains why expectation damages should be the standard remedy for breach of contract.

I.

In the second part of the Discourse on the Origin and Foundations of Inequality among Men, Jean-Jacques Rousseau famously blames the invention of metallurgy and agriculture for putting an end to “the happiest and the most lasting epoch in the development of humankind.”1 Two thoughts lie behind this characteristically radical claim. The obvious one is that these new techniques allowed a previously inconceivable accumulation of wealth, so that inequalities among individuals became far more pronounced, with all the negative consequences Rousseau vividly depicts. The less obvious one concerns not the results that the new techniques made possible but rather how these results had to be brought about, and in particular the fact that individuals had to work together to achieve them. As Rousseau puts the

*Distant French ancestors of this paper were presented at the Université de Montréal and at the Université du Québec à Montréal. A more recent version was discussed in the Legal Theory Workshop at the UCLA School of Law. I am grateful to audience members on all these occasions for extremely helpful questions and comments. I also wish to thank Christine Korsgaard, Arthur Ripstein, T.M. Scanlon, A.J. Julius, and two referees for Legal Theory for insightful suggestions at different stages of the project. Finally, I am indebted to the UCLA Law and Philosophy Program, which provided generous financial support and the perfect environment for much of the final work on this paper.

point, in what must be the severest indictment of collective endeavor in print:

so long as [human beings] applied themselves only to tasks a single individual could perform, and to arts that did not require the collaboration of several hands, they lived free, healthy, good, and happy as far as they could by their Nature be, and continued to enjoy the gentleness of independent dealings with one another.

All that was lost, however, “the moment one man needed the help of another”—which is precisely what happened when metallurgy and agriculture became widespread.

The two thoughts are not independent: presumably, human beings came to need one another’s help in part because they lost the psychological ability to do without the vast resources that could be produced through metallurgy and agriculture. But since my goal here is not to reconstruct Rousseau’s position, I put these complexities to one side and focus exclusively on his most intriguing suggestion: that engaging in collective action jeopardizes an individual’s freedom (leaving aside whether it also threatens her health, goodness, and happiness). As often with Rousseau, I suspect that he is on to an important truth but fails to articulate it with the required precision. One of my goals here is to provide a detailed account of the tension between collective action and individual freedom. A further goal is to defend a specific position as to how the tension can be resolved—a task that will take us well beyond the territory explored by Rousseau, closer to the ground covered by Immanuel Kant’s discussion of contract in the *Doctrine of Right*.

My main claim will be that resolving the tension identified by Rousseau requires putting in place a system of contract rights. At a general level, this implies that the need for contract rights is grounded, at least in part, in the demands of freedom. The point also has specific ramifications for contract theory: the role that contract rights play in reconciling collective action and freedom turns out to be crucial to understanding how—and by whom—they can legitimately be enforced; it also explains why expectation damages should be the standard remedy for breach of contract.

I proceed as follows. I begin by explaining the general tension between collective action and freedom. I argue that it stems from the very nature of collective action and gives rise to a distinct problem—the *normative problem of collective action*—that finite rational agents need to address. I then show that addressing this problem is harder than it looks. In particular, I show

---

2. *Id. Cf.* Rousseau’s characterization in the *Emile* of the independent individual as one who “has no need to put another’s arms at the end of his own”; JEAN-JACQUES Rousseau, *EMILE* (Allan Bloom trans., 1979), at 84.
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that the problem cannot be solved merely in terms of moral obligations: individuals engaging in collective action will find themselves depending on one another’s choices in a manner that undermines their freedom even if each is morally bound to do her share.

I then explain how putting in place a system of enforceable contract rights can solve the normative problem and what implications this has for how we should understand the enforceability of contract rights. Contracts are sometimes said to be enforceable in virtue of a need to ensure that certain promises are kept or in virtue of the binding force of the parties’ consent, but I maintain that the issue is more complex. If rational agents can create enforceable contract rights through acts of will, it must be because such rights are essential for freedom in the first place. As I go on to show, the point sets strict constraints on the kind of agent that can legitimately enforce contract rights and has illuminating implications for the type of damages appropriate for breach of contract.

II.

Let me begin with an outline of the problem that motivates Rousseau’s worries. Clarifying its exact terms takes up much of what follows, but it will be useful at the outset to have a sense of where we are headed. Collective action poses two threats to individual freedom. The first is closely tied to the conception of freedom that Rousseau adopts—a conception according to which freedom demands not only the absence of interference on the part of others but also suitable independence from their choices. The threat arises because a collective action can normally be carried out only if each member of the collective agent does her part; hence, by participating in a collective action, an individual comes to depend on whether others choose to do their part, which is straightforwardly in tension with freedom on Rousseau’s view. The second threat arises in the attempt to address the first. To avoid depending on one another, individuals acting together need a way of making each partner do her share of the collective action; in

4. For the first kind of view, see, e.g., CHARLES FRIED, CONTRACT AS PROMISE (1981); and the references in note 16 infra.

5. Note that for present purposes I simply follow Rousseau in adopting that conception of freedom. For Rousseau’s statement of his view, see JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU, 8 LETTRES ÉCRITÉES DE LA MONTAGNE, in 3 ŒUVRES COMPLÈTES (Bernard Gagnebin et al. ed., 1964), at 841. Kant holds a similar view; see KANT, supra note 3, at 393. For a modern view of freedom that also stresses the importance of independence but differs in important respects from those of Rousseau and Kant, see PHILIP PETTIT, REPUBLICANISM: A THEORY OF FREEDOM AND GOVERNMENT (1997). I discuss the conception of freedom as independence and the relation between the views of Kant and Pettit in Louis-Philippe Hodgson, Kant on the Right to Freedom: A Defense, 120 ETHICS 791–819 (2010).

6. As I explain below, the problem here is not that others may not want to cooperate with me. That is just a consequence of our mutual independence and not a threat to my freedom as such. The problem arises when others agree to engage in collective action with me but remain free to do their part or not.
other words, they need an enforcement mechanism. Predictably enough, this gives rise to a second threat, since exerting control on individuals is not generally compatible with their freedom.

Two demands thus have to be met to resolve the tension between collective action and individual freedom. First, a demand of independence: each member of a group engaging in collective action must be suitably independent from the choices of other members. Second, a demand of legitimacy: the control exerted to satisfy the demand of independence must itself be consistent with individual freedom. Meeting both demands together constitutes what I call the normative problem of collective action. As I indicated above, my central aim here is to elucidate the nature of this problem and to determine the conditions under which it can be solved.

The recent literature on collective action is concerned mostly with a different problem: that of making sense of the possibility of action that is truly collective without committing oneself to the existence of mysterious collective entities.\footnote{For examples of discussions aimed primarily at solving this problem, see \textsc{Michael Bratman}, \textsc{Faces of Intention: Selected Essays on Intention and Agency} (1999), chs. 5–8; \textsc{J. David Velleman}, \textsc{How to Share an Intention, in The Possibility of Practical Reason} 200–220 (2000). Even Margaret Gilbert seems to fit the description, despite her claim to be a holist rather than an individualist, since she insists that her theory “does not invoke any ontologically suspect kind of ‘social spirit’ or ‘group mind’”; \textsc{Margaret Gilbert}, \textsc{Sociality and Responsibility: New Essays in Plural Subject Theory} (2000), at 3.} This ontological query is undeniably important: any explanation of collective action taking the existence of collective entities for granted would clearly beg the question. But I want to suggest that the normative problem is no less fundamental. This is not to say that meeting its two constituent demands is essential to something’s counting as collective action in the minimal sense. That may be the case for the demand of legitimacy—it would be odd to say that a group of individuals forced at gunpoint to transcribe five pages each from the \textit{Critique of Pure Reason} should count as having engaged in collective action together—but it is not obvious that the same holds for the demand of independence. The point is rather that the normative problem must be solved for collective action to fulfill its intrinsic aim. Let me explain.

To grasp the normative problem’s significance, we need to ask why it matters that there be such a thing as collective action in the first place. My suggestion is that the possibility of collective action matters because it is essential to our freedom. This follows from the fact that we are finite beings: we have limited capacities and resources, so that there are countless things that we can accomplish only with the help of others. Consequently, our freedom would be curtailed if acting with others was not possible, much in the way it would be if making use of external objects was not possible. The comparison may appear odd, since external objects seem essential to the very possibility of human projects, whereas there is a vast range of projects that one could pursue without the help of others. But the point is that for
a finite being, the actions of others are potential means for the pursuit of projects; unjustified restrictions on the possibility of making use of those means curtail freedom, just as unjustified restrictions on the possibility of making use of external objects do. And the point holds even if, as things turn out, I never actually need the help of others for the projects I elect to pursue.

The normative problem is thus intrinsic to the very nature of collective action. It does not take the form: collective action is a good thing, but it is in tension with other important values. It takes the form: collective action derives its importance from the fact that it is essential to the realization of a certain value, namely, individual freedom; yet the conditions of possibility of collective action appear to be in tension with that very value. In short, there is no escaping the normative problem: collective action can achieve its goal only if the two demands of individual freedom are met. If this is correct—the case remains to be made, of course—then the tension between collective action and freedom is deeper than Rousseau lets on. He assumes that human beings were perfectly free prior to the invention of techniques requiring them to work together. But no particular technological development is to blame for the fact that the actions of others can make a material difference to the pursuit of one’s projects, which is ultimately what gives rise to the normative problem in my view. That is not a contingent fact about the techniques required to make the best of our environment but an inescapable fact about our nature as finite rational beings.

III.

So far I have discussed the normative problem in its general outline; it is now time to fill out the details. The first task is to explain exactly how the problem of dependence arises—how individuals who act together come to depend on one another’s choices in a way that undermines their freedom. Consider a simple example. Suppose that, carelessly ignoring Rousseau’s

8. To clarify, the thought here is not that for any given X, if there are countless things that I can accomplish only with the help of X, then X is essential to my freedom. As a referee for this journal pointed out, substituting “flying cars” for X plainly shows that this is an invalid form of reasoning. My claim is not that freedom demands that I have access to any specific action or object but rather that freedom demands that it be possible rightfully to acquire actions or objects, should any be available. The fact that I lack a flying car does not undermine my freedom, but the systematic impossibility of acquiring external objects would; likewise, the fact that you refuse to help me does not undermine my freedom, but the systematic impossibility of making the actions of others into my means would. What is at stake here, in other words, is the general possibility of making another’s action into my means. So long as this possibility is compatible with the other’s freedom (on which more below), freedom demands that it be unhindered. I am grateful to the referee for prompting me to be more explicit on this point. On the link between property rights and freedom, see Jeremy Waldron, Homelessness and the Issue of Freedom, in Liberal Rights: Collected Papers 1981–1991 309–338 (1993); and Louis-Philippe Hodgson, Kant on Property Rights and the State, 15 Kantian Rev. 57–87 (2010), at 58–63.
warnings about the perils of metallurgical endeavors, my friend Larry and I decide to build cars together. Assume that some part of the assembly process requires that we both be there, so neither of us can successfully carry out the task alone.\(^9\) Also assume, at least for now, that we take on the project without incurring any moral obligation toward one another—say, by making it explicit that we each reserve the right to change our mind about the matter.\(^10\) My contention is that, under these circumstances, taking on such a project undermines our freedom. The question is, how can this be the case? How can my willingly deciding to build cars with Larry be in tension with my freedom?

As I said above, the thought rests on a specific conception of freedom, following which a person’s freedom consists in her ability to set and pursue ends for herself without depending on the choices of others. Providing a sustained argument for this view is beyond the scope of this paper, but I do want to mention an important underlying intuition, namely, that others can undermine my freedom not just by actively interfering with what I do but also by having the ability to interfere. To take an obvious example, if you have implanted a chip in my brain that allows you to control my movements, then you do not actually have to use it to undermine my freedom: the sheer fact that you could use it—the sheer fact that you have that kind of power over me—suffices to make me unfree. Indeed, it seems plausible to say that so long as my ability to set and pursue ends is subject to your choices in this manner—so long as I can act only by your leave—I am every bit as unfree as if you had actually prevented me from doing what I want.\(^11\)

That there is at least a superficial tension between freedom so conceived and the kind of collective endeavor described above should be obvious. When I take on the end of building cars with Larry, I make myself dependent on his choices in a straightforward sense: I cannot assemble the car by myself; hence whether I can achieve my end depends on whether Larry chooses to stick with the plan. If he decides at any point that he would rather do something else—as he is entirely free to do in our scenario—then I am left hanging high and dry. Now, to be clear, the problem is not just

---

9. The assumption can be relaxed, as I explain at the end of the section.
10. To fix ideas, we can say that Larry and I share an intention in the sense that Michael Bratman has given to the expression. With some minor simplifications, this means that (1) each of us intends that we build cars together; (2) each of us intends that we do so in accordance with this common intention and by way of what Bratman calls “meshing subplans”; and (3) all of this is common knowledge between us; see BRATMAN, supra note 7, at 121. The notion invoked in the second clause is simple, if unusual: basically, we have meshing subplans to paint the house together if the subplans we have each formed to execute the project are compatible; see id. at 99 and 120. I invoke Bratman’s view here partly because it is likely to be familiar to the reader but also because he explicitly says that sharing an intention does not by itself create an obligation; forming a shared intention may normally coincide with the creation of an obligation (grounded in something like T.M. Scanlon’s principle of fidelity), but that is not essential to shared intention—it is quite possible to rule out such obligations, which is what I want to do for now. For Bratman’s view on this point, see id., ch. 7; for Scanlon’s discussion of the principle of fidelity, see T.M. SCANLON, WHAT WE OWE TO EACH OTHER (1998), at 304.
11. For an eloquent defense of these and related ideas, see PETTIT, supra note 5.
that something essential to my project (Larry’s help) is beyond my control. Countless things that are no less essential to my project—the absence of a violent earthquake, say, or the presence of relatively normal atmospheric conditions—are also beyond my control. Crucially, however, such factors are not under anyone’s control. Indeed, it would be odd to call them means, since they are not things that human beings can make use of to pursue their ends: they are simply conditions that must obtain for the pursuit of certain ends. By contrast, what creates trouble in our example is that Larry’s actions are means: they can be—and are—under someone’s control. The problem is, that someone is Larry, not me.

That may seem puzzling. How could Larry’s having control over his own actions be in tension with my freedom? Surely, if freedom demands that we not be subject to the choices of others, it must also demand that no one be required to take up an end simply because another person has adopted it—and hence that each person get to choose what projects she wants to get involved in. On what grounds could I then claim the right to decide when and to what end Larry has to lend me his help? But this is not what happens in our scenario. We are imagining that Larry has agreed to help me and that as a consequence I have taken on a project for which one of his actions is a means. My suggestion is that it is this fact—my taking on a project for which Larry’s help is a means—that makes me dependent on his choices and hence jeopardizes my freedom. In other words, the problem is not that Larry has agreed to help me; if anything, that opens up new possibilities for me. The problem is that having agreed to help me—having made his help available to me as a means with which to pursue my project—it remains entirely up to him whether he is actually going to help me or not.

To emphasize, the point is not that I need to be certain to have all the means I need for a given project at my disposal—as if I could not take on a project without knowing for sure that all the help I need will be forthcoming. I could very well take on the project of building cars with someone, without being at all certain to find anyone willing to help. My freedom would not be compromised if I turned out to be unable to build cars because no one wanted to help me—no more than it would be if all the city’s hardware stores mysteriously ran out of a part I need. This is a crucial point for Rousseau and Kant: as they understand it, freedom does not depend on one’s being successful at pursuing any given end but on one’s being able to set and pursue ends for oneself.\textsuperscript{12} After all, even if I cannot build cars, there are countless other things that I can do.

The problem in our scenario is thus not that I may or may not succeed at building cars but rather that someone else gets to decide whether I do or not. That is, the problem is not the uncertainty that Larry introduces in

\textsuperscript{12} Ripstein stresses this point about Kant’s conception of freedom in Arthur Ripstein, \textit{Authority and Coercion}, 32 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 2–35 (2004), at 8–11, and in Ripstein, \textit{supra} note 3, ch. 2.
my project, as if he were an unpredictable summer day and my project a picnic. It is that one of the means for my project can be used only by his leave and that there is no reason for that to be the case once he has agreed to help me.\textsuperscript{13} My suggestion is the following: if there is a way to remedy this problem—if it is possible to make it the case that Larry’s doing his share is not left to his discretion without thereby infringing on his freedom—then freedom demands that it be done.

Although we have been focusing on a specific example, I want to stress that the problem of dependence is systematic: it springs from the general fact that those who engage in collective action inevitably come to rely on one another’s contribution. I also want to stress that, although we have assumed so far that Larry’s help is essential to my car-building endeavor, the assumption is not strictly speaking necessary: it merely serves to highlight the problem of dependence. In fact, the problem arises so long as Larry’s help counts as a means for my project. This requires that his contribution be material, since I cannot be dependent on his performance if it would make no difference to my project. But so long as it does make a difference, and so long as it is my chosen means, the problem of dependence arises. Can this problem be solved—can individuals acting together retain suitable independence from one another’s choices? Put more dramatically, can collective action be made fully consistent with the freedom of its participants and thereby be allowed to serve its intrinsic purpose? I now turn to that question.

IV.

There may seem to be an obvious solution to the dependence problem. We explicitly assumed above that Larry and I are in no way morally obligated to do our share. Might that be the cause of our troubles? After all, if Larry were morally obligated to do his share, it would not be entirely up to him whether to do it or not, and I would not be so straightforwardly dependent on his choices. The solution is all the more tempting given that people acting together normally do incur obligations toward one another or can easily do so by exchanging promises.\textsuperscript{14} But can Larry’s having a moral obligation really solve the dependence problem? At first glance, it does seem to help. If Larry promises to do his share, then he is no longer free, morally speaking, to do as he pleases. He is no longer allowed to opt out unilaterally: unless

\textsuperscript{13} The clause “once he has agreed to help me” is meant to acknowledge that in some cases my depending on Larry’s choices may be inevitable—for instance, if he is the only person who can help me and yet refuses to commit to doing so. In such a case, however, my depending on his choices is not contrary to freedom, since Larry’s own freedom obviously demands that it be up to him to decide whether to help me or not. The problem arises once he has agreed to help me—once he has made his help available to me as a means—because there is then no reason for the decision to remain up to him.

\textsuperscript{14} See supra note 10 for references on how obligations may be thought to arise in the context of collective action.
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I release him, he cannot back out without wronging me. Doesn’t that mark an improvement on a situation in which it is entirely up to him whether to do his share or not?

Whatever we make of that suggestion, it should be clear that the presence of a moral obligation leaves me dependent on Larry’s choices in the sense that concerns us. For suppose that in spite of seeing himself as morally obligated to do his share, Larry still fails to show up for the task. That is clearly something he can do—not something he can do morally, granted, but that thought will be cold comfort if he chooses to do it anyway. The problem is that Larry remains free to do his share or not as he sees fit. If he decides to abandon me, for whatever reason, nothing will stop him. From my point of view, then, the situation remains essentially unchanged. If Larry’s being morally obligated to do his share makes any difference, it is only that instead of depending directly on Larry’s choice to do his share, I now depend on his choice to act morally.¹⁵

The implication, I want to suggest, is that agents acting together will meet the demand of independence only if each can be forced to do her share when needed. Only in this way will the common endeavor not be left to depend on each person’s choices, because only in this way will it not be up to each whether to do her share or not. But this brings us to the second problem I mentioned at the outset: that forcing people to do things is not in general a promising way to help them realize their freedom. The use of force may prevent those engaging in collective action from depending on one another’s choices, but only at the risk of falling short of an even more obvious demand of individual freedom: the demand of legitimacy, which states that coercion should be used only in a manner compatible with freedom.

Once again, there may seem to be an easy fix: what if Larry and I explicitly consented to our agreement’s being enforced if needed? Would that not suffice to meet the demand of legitimacy?¹⁶ It is true that consent can,

¹⁵. It has been suggested to me that the moral obligation of others not to interfere with my choices provides all the independence to which I am entitled and that my status as an independent agent is not affected by whether they act on their obligation or not. But that cannot be right; if it were, a slave would have to count as independent in the relevant sense, since his master is undeniably morally obligated not to interfere with his choices. What the objection overlooks is that a person’s status as an independent agent demands a certain kind of legal entrenchment—it demands that the person be granted what I call elsewhere full legal standing. Whatever his moral status might be, a slave is unfree because he lacks appropriate legal standing. As I explain below, the same thought holds (on a much smaller scale) for my collaboration with Larry: acting with him poses a threat to my freedom because I lack legal standing with respect to his action. On the importance of the idea of full legal standing for freedom, see Hodgson, Kant on the Right, supra note 5, at 812–817.

¹⁶. I am assuming here that our having promised to do our share, without any explicit agreement about the use of force, cannot suffice to make the use of force consistent with our freedom. As Joseph Raz points out, to assume that promises can be enforced simply in virtue of the moral obligations they create is to endorse a discredited kind of legal moralism; see Joseph Raz, Promises in Morality and Law, 95 HARV. L. REV. 916–938 (1982). Moreover, the grounds in virtue of which promises are sometimes thought to be enforceable do not meet the demand
under certain circumstances, make actions compatible with an individual’s freedom that would otherwise not be. For instance, your touching me does not restrict my freedom if you have my consent, since your action is made possible by and therefore ultimately results from my own choice. But the point does not transfer to the kind of situation we are considering. Any use of force grounded in an agreement will normally take place after the act of consent that is supposed to justify it; under such circumstances, it is unclear how consent by itself can reconcile the use of force with freedom.

Our scenario can be modified to illustrate the point. Suppose that Larry and I explicitly agree that whoever fails to show up for work will be forcibly dragged down to the plant by the other. And suppose that Larry still fails to show up. I go find him and remind him that he gave his word, to which he replies that he has changed his mind about the whole thing: he wants out of the plan. I then point out that he has not merely promised to do his share: he has agreed to be dragged down forcibly to work, should he fail to come on his own. To this, he rejoins that he has changed his mind about *that* as well: he no longer consents to being dragged down forcibly. The question is, can I nonetheless legitimately use force against Larry to make him come to work?

Let me be clear about what is at stake here. It is not just whether I have some justification for using force against Larry. That may well be the case, but the demand of legitimacy sets the bar higher than that. The question is whether the fact that Larry has previously given his consent suffices to make my present use of force against him *compatible with his freedom*. It does not. To the extent that actual and present consent indicates that a certain use of force against an individual results from her choices, it plausibly satisfies the demand of legitimacy. But it is not clear how the reasoning would go when an individual has previously consented to the use of force but no longer does. In such a case, the person does not choose to have force used against her; indeed, she explicitly chooses the opposite. Admittedly, she has formerly chosen to have force used against her in the future, should certain conditions obtain, but it is unclear why her former choice should determine what is compatible with her freedom now.

A further example may help sharpen the point. Consider the case of a boxing match. Boxers routinely engage in behavior that would normally count as battery. We do not commonly consider it as such, because the participants consent to being hit provided that certain rules are observed. However prejudicial the game may be to the participants’ health, it is not contrary to their freedom precisely because of this consent. But note that the point is only plausible if the consent is actual and present—that is, if each boxer remains free to end the match at any moment. The cost of doing so may be significant—at the very least, the forfeiter will lose the of legitimacy. This is true of Raz’s idea that the practice of promising should be enforced because of the social benefits it affords and also of Stephen Smith’s suggestion that promises are enforceable because “promise making and promise keeping are constitutive elements of a close relationship”; Stephen A. Smith, Contract Theory (2004), at 74.
match, with all the financial and professional consequences that entails. But it is crucial that each boxer get to decide at every moment whether force can be used against him. If a boxer who refuses to continue fighting is forced at gunpoint to stay in the ring, he is no longer engaged in a boxing match: he is undergoing battery, pure and simple.  

Larry’s case is more like that of a boxer who has agreed in advance that there could be no forfeiture and then changes his mind about the whole thing. But ultimately that makes no difference. Even on those terms, the boxer’s former consent would not suffice to make the present use of force against him compatible with his freedom, because there is no reason the choice he made before the match should have priority over the choice he is making now; if anything, the reverse seems true. Of course, these complications will not arise if Larry still consents to our enforcement procedure when I use force against him. If that is the case, if his consent is actual and present, then the enforcement procedure will plausibly be consistent with his freedom. But satisfying the demand of legitimacy in this way simply sends us back to the dependence problem, since there is no guarantee of Larry’s continued consent to the enforcement procedure. I have to depend on Larry’s choosing to continue to consent, just as I previously had to depend on his choosing to do his share or to act according to his moral obligation. The normative problem remains unsolved.

V.

We seem to be in something of a bind. We have seen that if two individuals are to act together while meeting the demand of independence, then it must be the case that each of them can be forced to do her share. At the same time, the normative problem will be solved only if any potential use of force meets the demand of legitimacy—that is, only if it is itself consistent with freedom. The difficulty is that the most straightforward way of making the use of force consistent with freedom—obtaining the actual and present consent of those who are subject to the use of force—sends us back to the dependence problem. Despite what is sometimes claimed, consent cannot conjure enforceable obligations out of thin air. But it would be wrong to conclude that the normative problem cannot be solved or that consent plays no role in its solution. Obviously, if Larry can be forced to do his part in our endeavor, it is partly because he consented to the enforcement scheme.

17. A referee for this journal has suggested to me that the point is convincing only if one assumes that each boxer has given the other revocable permission to use force against him. If one thinks that each has transferred a right to the other, as in a sale, then there is no reason to think that he can just change his mind about that. My view is that a person’s right not to have force used against her body, unlike her right to a given external object, cannot be transferred away like that. The boxing example is meant to provide intuitive support for this view, but I concede that the matter would require further discussion. I am grateful to the referee for flagging the issue.
What our discussion shows is that this cannot be the whole story. We need to ask how the rest of it goes.

I propose turning to the normative problem itself for an answer. More specifically, I want to explore the possibility that it is precisely because agents engaging in collective action jeopardize one another’s freedom that their agreements can legitimately be enforced and that any justificatory role played by consent should be understood against that background. Here it may prove useful to look at the matter in the terms I used when I originally introduced the normative problem. I said in Section II that the link between collective action and freedom boils down to a simple idea, namely, that the impossibility of having another’s actions available as a means with which to pursue one’s ends would constitute an unjustified restriction of freedom. That is the problem that our car-building example is meant to bring out; indeed, the whole point of the example is to show that Larry’s action can be truly available as a means for me only if I have an enforceable right to his action. In other words, the point is to show that making another’s actions into means for oneself is possible only if there can be enforceable contract rights. Absent such rights, the choice whether or not to carry out an action necessarily remains at the agent’s discretion, and the action accordingly fails to constitute a means with which others can set and pursue their ends.

It is against that background that we must assess the justifiability of forcing Larry to do his part. The issue is ultimately whether his actions must remain at his own discretion or whether they can, under certain circumstances, become means for another. If freedom demands that the latter be possible, as I have argued that it does, then it demands that Larry be forced to do his part if necessary. In other words, my suggestion is that the enforcement of contract rights can be reconciled with freedom in something like the manner in which coercion in general gets reconciled with freedom in Kant’s *Doctrine of Right*: by showing that using force (in this case, to allow one person’s action to become a means for someone else) simply amounts to the “hindering of a hindrance to freedom.”

Two things need to be established to apply this form of reasoning to our case. First, that the impossibility of having another person’s actions as one’s means (which is what the enforcement of contractual obligations is meant to hinder) constitutes a hindrance to freedom. I defended that idea in Section III. Second, that A’s having an enforceable contractual right to B’s action need not be incompatible with B’s freedom. I now turn to that point.

---

18. I take the idea of a contract right here in the broad sense of a right to another person’s action. I do not attempt to account for all features commonly associated with contracts, although I do say more in the next section about one feature that strikes me as particularly important in this context and comment briefly on another feature in note 23 infra.

19. Kant, supra note 3, at 388. Kant seems to hold that this is the only way in which coercion can be justified, although for present purposes we can remain agnostic as to whether that is correct; all we need is the idea that this is one way to reconcile the use of force with freedom.
I want to suggest that A’s having a right to B’s action will be compatible with B’s freedom provided that certain conditions are met. Given that these conditions must obtain for the demand of legitimacy to be met, I refer to them simply as conditions of legitimacy. As will become clear below, I take these conditions to be deeply entrenched in contract law as we know it.

Let me begin with an obvious condition of legitimacy concerning the manner in which A can come to acquire a right to B’s action. If A’s doing so is to be compatible with B’s freedom, then it must be up to B to decide whether he will make his action available to A as a means with which to pursue her projects. As I said above, it would be plainly inconsistent with B’s freedom if he could be dragged into A’s projects despite himself. One should have appropriate control over whether one becomes bound by a contract or not. This corresponds to a fundamental tenet of contract theory: a contract is valid only if each party is free to take part in it or not, as she sees fit. It is in light of this idea that the role of consent in our broader story should be understood: securing B’s consent is the obvious way to ensure that the decision to make his action available to A is his decision in the relevant sense.

This does not mean that consent is strictly necessary: giving B sufficient opportunity to avoid binding himself may be sufficient. Furthermore, this is not to grant consent the kind of self-standing justificatory force that was found to be problematic in the previous section. If B gives his consent to helping A but then changes his mind about doing so, the justification for using force against him will not be that B bound himself through his previous act of consent alone. Rather, it will be that a system of enforceable contract rights is required by freedom and that B’s previous act of consent ensures he was not bound despite himself. Consent can give rise to enforceable contract rights, the thought goes, but only in virtue of the deeper link between contract rights and freedom.

20. Smith thus describes the requirement of freedom to contract as “arguably the most basic requirement for establishing a contractual obligation”; SMITH, supra note 16, at 59.
21. I say “in the relevant sense” to acknowledge that the decision does not have to be truly B’s in any deeper sense—that is, it does not have to spring from B’s deep rational nature or anything to that effect. The point is that the decision must be B’s as opposed to someone else’s.
22. Contract law does not require that a person intend to be legally bound for a contractual obligation to arise; see Restatement (Second) of Contracts §21 (1979). For an illuminating discussion of the role of consent and of the idea of voluntariness in contract, see T.M. Scanlon, Promises and Contracts, in The Difficulty of Tolerance 234–269 (2003).
23. The condition I outline in the text could be seen as underlying a puzzling feature of Anglo-American legal systems: the notorious doctrine of consideration, which states that a promise is not enforceable unless something has been given in exchange for it; see Restatement (Second) of Contracts §§17(1) and 71 (1979). Nothing I say here entails that a system of contract rights must include such a requirement, but the doctrine of consideration can be seen as one way (among others) of articulating a requirement of control: it ensures that one can avoid becoming contractually bound if one so wishes. That said, there is nothing wrong with a system in which gratuitous promises are deemed enforceable, so long as the parties have appropriate control over how such promises modify their legal situations. The argument of Section III suggests a different way to account for the consideration doctrine. I said at the end of
The second condition of legitimacy I want to mention concerns a point seldom taken up in discussions of contract rights: that of knowing who has the authority to enforce such rights. It may seem surprising that the question should arise at all, since one may think that the parties to a contract are free to decide, at least in principle, who is to act as enforcer of their agreement. That would be correct if the enforceability of contracts were grounded in consent alone, but matters are more complex if their enforceability is grounded in freedom, for then we need an agent who can enforce rights without itself infringing on freedom. I take the main implication to be that the private enforcement of contracts is ruled out. The reason, in a nutshell, is that private arrangements necessarily make enforcement contingent on the choices of a private party—on his judgment that enforcement is required and on his decision actually to carry it out. And this just raises the dependence problem anew.24

Going back to our example will help illustrate the point. As before, suppose that Larry and I have agreed that if one of us fails to show up for the assembly the next day, then the other is authorized to use force against him (within reasonable limits) to make him do his share. When Larry fails to show up, I go and remind him that I have the authority to drag him to work. To this he replies that he no longer takes our agreement to be valid—his circumstances have changed, he explains, and he thinks that the change nullifies the agreement. Of course, it is possible for Larry to say all this in bad faith, but let us assume that such is not the case: he sincerely believes that the agreement no longer holds, while I sincerely believe that it does. He can then ask me what authority I have to use force against him. It may be tempting to say that I have authority in virtue of our prior agreement, but then (as we saw in the previous section) he can point out that once he has changed his mind, it is unclear how the prior agreement can bear the required justificatory weight. He can also point out that by using force against him, I impose my judgment concerning what the agreement requires of him and thus subject him to my choices precisely in the way that freedom...
demands that we avoid. Why, he may ask, should my judgment have priority over his in this manner? To this I have no answer.

The implication seems clear: to have enforceable contract rights against one another, we need to set up an agent whose choices are not private in the relevant sense. As I have explained elsewhere, this requires an agent that fulfills at least three conditions: it must aim to protect the rights of all who share a given territory; it must decide disputes in accordance with the rule of law; and it must be able to enforce rights with reasonable effectiveness. In a nutshell, the thought is that such an agent would not subject Larry to my choices, nor me to his, but rather subject both of us to a system of reciprocal coercion that is essential for our freedom. Now, it should be clear that any agent meeting these three conditions would count as a state in the minimal sense, with a legislative branch, an independent judiciary, and an effective executive branch. Thus we find that the state alone can legitimately enforce contract rights. To go back to our starting point, this means that collective action can be made fully consistent with freedom only within the state. In this way, the normative problem finds a fittingly Rousseauian solution. The dependence problem can be solved only through the state; insofar as freedom demands that the problem be solved, it also demands that there be a state—just as Rousseau (and Kant) thought it did.

VI.

The picture I am drawing here may appear to have an odd implication. I argue that given the link between contract rights and freedom, it must be possible for one person to acquire an enforceable right to another's action. That may seem to entail that it must be possible to compel Larry specifically to perform his share of our car-building operation. Contract law, however, does not demand so much: it demands only that Larry either perform or compensate me. If Larry breaches our contract, the normal remedy is to make him pay monetary damages. Is this compatible with the argument I am putting forward? I believe that it is. Indeed, as I understand it, the approach I defend here not only is compatible with the option of compensation but actually requires it. Let me explain.

I claim that the enforcement of a contract is prima facie in tension with the freedom of the party against whom force is used but that acquiring enforceable contract rights must nevertheless be possible, since freedom itself demands that it be possible for an agent to have another's action as her means (provided that the other makes the action available to her). That may seem to imply that the standard remedy should be compelling

25. See id. at 76–78.
26. The point I am making here can be seen as one part of the Kantian argument for the state. I discuss that argument at greater length in id.; see especially the remarks, id. at 79, on the extent of the Kantian state’s legitimate power.
specific performance. After all, if I have one of your actions as my means, am I not entitled specifically to your action? What should give us pause here is the visceral relation in which actions stand to the agents who perform them. Concretely, compelling specific performance is likely to mean forcing someone to do something at gunpoint. Do we want to say that freedom itself demands that it be possible to force Larry at gunpoint to show up for work? Not if there are less intrusive options. One such option is simply to seize some of Larry’s property to compensate me. So long as doing so is equivalent to performance from my standpoint—that is, so long as my ability to pursue my end is not hindered by this way of proceeding—it is unclear why my freedom should demand more. And that being the case, it is hard to see how any greater interference with Larry’s freedom could be compatible with the demand of legitimacy. Since compelling specific performance would obviously be a greater interference than the imposition of monetary damages, it follows that the latter’s being the normal remedy is a condition of legitimacy.

The view I defend also has implications for the type of damages that should be awarded. Following Lon Fuller’s influential discussion, it has become customary to distinguish between three ways in which the law might react to a breach of contract. First, it might seek to restore the defaulting party to his precontract position by forcing him to return any gains he made at the other’s expense; this would be to award restitution damages. Second, it might seek to restore the wronged party to her precontract position by compensating her for any expenditures she made or any opportunities she forewent as a result of her reliance on the contract; this would be to award reliance damages. Third, it might seek to place the wronged party in the position she would have occupied had the other party performed; this would be to award expectation damages. Fuller famously argues that there is something odd about the law’s taking expectation damages to be the standard remedy, since its purported aim is to compensate the plaintiff, and the plaintiff never actually had what she is being awarded.

The puzzle does not arise on the view I am putting forward. As I said above, if contract rights are ultimately grounded in freedom, then the law’s aim in awarding damages must be to ensure that the wronged party’s freedom

27. Note that the point does not have the same force in the case of corporations. Given the kind of agent they are, compelling specific performance does not pose the same threat to their freedom as it does for individuals and is consequently easier to justify. The idea that compelling specific performance “poses a special risk to personal liberty” is noted in Smith, supra note 16, at 155; see also id. at 400–402, where he notes that the point does not hold for corporations.

28. See Lon Fuller and William Perdue, The Reliance Interest in Contract Damages, 46 YALE L.J. 52–96 and 373–420 (1936), at 52–66. Although the article was coauthored, the theoretical framework it presents is universally attributed to Fuller.

29. On Fuller’s view, the award of expectation damages is justified only because these are easier to ascertain than reliance damages and because reliance and expectation damages tend to converge in a market economy. On the award of expectation damages as the standard remedy, see RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS §347 (1979).
is not hindered by the breach of contract. Compensation will therefore be adequate only if it is equivalent to performance as a means with which the wronged party can pursue her end. In other words, to determine what constitutes appropriate compensation, we must ask what will put the wronged party in the position she would have occupied, as far as pursuing her end is concerned, had the other party performed. In normal circumstances, this requires damages to be based on the market value of the expected performance. A freedom-based view of contract rights thus entails that expectation damages should be the standard remedy and that such damages should be awarded independently of whether the wronged party has relied on the contract. It also explains why other types of damages are inadequate. Reliance damages are inadequate because merely requiring Larry to restore me to my preagreement position would effectively leave him free to nullify our agreement at any time; the choice of whether to perform would remain entirely his, and hence the demand of independence would not be met. The same holds a fortiori for restitution damages.

VII.

By way of conclusion, I want to address one way in which the position I have defended here may seem in tension with common sense. I have argued for the strong claim that enforceable contract rights are necessary to make collective action consistent with individual freedom. But are there not perfectly unproblematic cases in which individuals act together without invoking contract rights? We do all sorts of things together informally—we paint houses, take walks, plan trips, and so on—without appearing to put our freedom at risk in the process. If anything, joint endeavors relying on trust rather than the possibility of enforcement seem to have special value precisely in virtue of that fact. Imagine what it would be like to take a walk with a loved one or to repaint one’s house with a friend if each was contractually bound to do her share of the deal. Do we really want to say that such informal collective actions are in tension with their participants’ freedom?

There is a danger here of romanticizing the value of relying on sheer trust. Enforceable rights do not always diminish the value of the relationships they regulate—surely, it would be odd to claim that marriage or common-law provisions for life partners have that effect. Still, the point is well taken:

30. The specification “as far as pursuing her end is concerned” is important. The question is not what will make the wronged party feel as happy or as satisfied as the defaulting party’s performance would have. In this respect, the standard is strictly objective.

31. In other words, expectation damages should be awarded even for wholly executory contracts because a party’s entitlement to damages does not depend on any reliance interest but rather on the fact that the aim of contract rights is to make it possible for one person to have the action of another as her means. Through a contract, an agent acquires an entitlement to another’s performance and hence to adequate compensation should the other fail to perform. On the importance for contract theory of the idea that a party is entitled to expectation damages for the breach of a wholly executory contract, see Benson, supra note 23, at 119–120.
freedom cannot plausibly require that all interactions among individuals be grounded in contractual agreements. But that is not the conclusion we have reached. Freedom demands that it be possible for me to have the actions of others as my means; in other words, it requires that a system of contract rights be available, not that I make use of it at every turn. I can very well choose to paint the house with you informally, and thus allow you to retain discretion over my project, without thereby undermining my freedom. If I have a genuine choice about granting you that kind of discretion—if it is possible for us to enter into a contract should we so choose—then my decision to act informally with you does not threaten my freedom, since any dependence I find myself in results from my own choosing. By putting in place a system of contract rights, along with a state to enforce them, we reconcile both formal and informal collective action with freedom.